Abstract-The great end-to-end delays are the major factor to influence the visual quality of real-time video across the Internet using TCP as transport layer protocol. In this paper, we present a video frame schedule scheme for rate adaptive real-time video transmission over TCP. The scheme schedules video frames between the application layer sender-buffer, the TCP sender-buffer and TCP receiver-buffer and can regulate automaticlly the video frame rate and play out buffer delays according to the network congestion level. The sheme requires only an extra buffer of application layer and can significantly cut down the end-to-end delays of real-time video without any modification to the network infrastructure or TCP protocol stack. The performance of the proposed solution is evaluated through extensive simulations using the NS-2 simulator.
I. INTRODUCTION
TCP integrates the flow control, congestion control, and retransmission mechanisms [1] , therefore it is well recognized that the AIMD behavior and retransmission timeouts of current TCP would introduce extra delays and rate fluctuation for using TCP to transmitting real-time video flows [2] , which could cut down the quality of service of video. Hence, there are many issues that modify TCP to make it more available to transmit video streaming [3] [4] . Despite the numerous new algorithms, there is no consensus on the new ultimate transport protocol that would replace the traditional TCP [5] . In current Internet, more than 90% applications use still common TCP version protocol [6] . In addition, due to the obvious advantages of using TCP such as rapid response to network congestion, TCP friendliness, reliable transmission, well-developed, extensively-used, acceptable by firewall and so on, realtime multimedia streaming applications are increasingly using TCP as their underlying transport protocol [7] .
Ref [8] proposes a playback adaptation algorithm for video streaming with TCP in wireless networks. Ref [9] propose a scalable wireless video streaming system adopting TCP transmission mode. Transport video streaming uses multiple TCP connections in [10] and [11] . In [12] and [13] , rate adaptation is based on the periodic feedback from the client and only applies to layered video. Ref [14] presents a receiver-based bandwidth sharing system for allocating the capacity of last-hop access links according to user preferences. In [15] , frame rate is adjusted at the receiver to maximize the visual quality based on the overall loss. In [16] , packet dispersion is measured at the receiver to provide a graded way of estimating congestion, and sending rate is controled by the fuzzy controller. In [17] , a framework is presented based on cross layer feedback for smoother rate control of streaming. In [7] , a bandwidth prediction methodology is established based on TCP time series creation for real-time streaming applications.
All of the above schemes, however, have some limitations. The multiple TCP connection method make implementation and maintainance complex. The prioritization of video frames requires extra work at the application level and may not be suitable for live streaming. The schemes based on layered videos restrict the formats of the videos that can be streamed using TCP. The receiver-based scheme requires much timely feedback from receiver and is difficult to be deployed. The bandwidth prediction methodology comparatively depends on the accuracy of prediction model. Our work is primarily focused on live video streaming across the internet such as video chatting, video monitoring and video conferencing using TCP as the transport layer protocol. There are three main contributions of our work. First, we analyze in detail the process of transmitting video frame across the Internet and discover the critical factor that causes large end-to-end delay of video frames over TCP. The second contribution is a video frame scheduling model (VFSM) which conspicuously decreases the video frame end-to-end delay. The third one is a rate adaptive real-time video transmission scheme which can dynamically adjust the video frame-rate and play out buffer size according to available network bandwidth, and then the visual quality of video can be improved to a large extent. Compared with the methodology mentioned above, the proposed solution has nothing to do with the prioritization and format of video frame, and does not demand the timely feedback from receiver. It requires only an application-layer sender buffer without any modification to the network infrastructure or TCP protocol stack, therefore it is simple and easy to be deployed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dissect the process of real-time video streaming across the Internet over TCP. Section 3 gives the frame rate adaptive scheme based on frame schedule. In Section 4, we present the simulation results and the comparison with different schemes. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
II. PROCESS OF TRANSMITTING REAL-TIME VIDEO FRAMES USING TCP
In this section, we firstly describe general method of fragmenting video frames into minimum transmission units and then illustrate process of transmitting video frames on Internet. Then, we discover the critical factor impacting on video frame end-to-end delays during transmitting video frame over TCP. Finally, we analyse the derivation of the critical factor.
A. Video frame fragmenting
In live streaming, the encoded video frames is general much larger than Maximum Segment Size (MSS, typically it is 1460 bytes), therefore before video frames are transmitted into network using TCP, it will be fragmented by TCP protocol stack into multiple TCP segments each of which is equal to the MSS and the TCP stack also maintains these segments boundaries, as shown in Fig1.
Video frames, which are larger than the MSS, firstly are fragmented into a few segments, and then are pushed into TCP sender-buffer. TCP will handle the segments according to its congestion window and sliding window mechanism.
TCP is a window-based protocol. Its congestion window determines how many segments can be sent into network in a RTT (Round Trip Time) while its sliding window mechanism decides when and which segments may be sent. Assuming that a generated video frame was fragmented into n segments, and at that time the TCP congestion window size was w segments, if w<n, then only w segments can be delivered into network in the same RTT while the rest n−w segments will have to be transmitted in next one or more RTT.
Hence, using TCP, to one segment, its sending-delays is close to zero if no retransmission. However, to a video frame, which can be fragmented into several segments, the sending delays would be much lager if it could not be transported into network in a RTT.
B. Analyzing video frame end-to-end delay
We assume that a video frame could be fragmented into n (n>1) segments and it starts to be sent into the TCP's send-buffer at T 0 using TCP as the transport protocol and to be transmitted into network at T 1 , as shown in Fig.2 .
Between T 0 and T 1 , the frame has to stay in the TCP's send-buffer waiting for transmission because the last video frame is still on sending status in the send-buffer. Let D wait denote the delay of waiting in the sender buffer for sending, then D wait = T 1 − T 0 . As described above, since a video frame that can be fragmented into more than one segment has delays of sending (denotes as D send ), we have 
Where C is a comparatively small constant. To UDP, without flow, congestion and error control, D wait and D send are negligible, and then its D frame mainly depends on D network . However, to TCP, due to its sliding window, congestion window and retransmission mechanism, both D wait and D send are considerable and not be ignored, which is exactly the main reason that TCP poses more end-to-end delay than UDP on transmitting video under the same network situation.
C. Critical impacting factors on video frame end-to-end delay
and D network (i) denote respectively the end-to-end delays, waiting delays, sending delays and network delays of the i th video frame.
For easy to research, we set D network (i)=0.5*RTT and using equation (1) get
where C is a constant. Denotes P as the time period of video sampling, and wait send
as the accumulative factor. If A(i-1)>0, it means that parts or all of the (i-1) th video frame is still in the TCP sendbuffer while the i th video frame has been generated and put into the buffer, therefore we get D wait (i)=A(i-1)>0, namely, under the circumstances, D wait has the accumulative effect. In a similar way, if
Supposed that the first video frame could be sent into network without waiting, we have
Combining equtions (3), (4) and (5), we can derive the minimum of D wait as
Combining (6) and (2), we can get
It can be seen from equation (6) and (7) that it is exactly the D send of previous video frames that brings about the accumulation of D wait , and then cause the continuously increasing of D frame . In order to decrease D frame , we could either reduce D wait or cut down D send . Moreover, since D send is the most essensial reason inducing to accumulative effect of D wait and sustained rising of D frame , it seems that decreasing D send is more reasonable. However, D send is determined straightly by TCP's sliding window and congestion control, which make application programs unable to control D send. Therefore, for decreasing D frame , in this paper, we just cut down D wait using the rate adaptive scheme in the next section, while in our future working, we would try to predict D send.
We will explore how and to what an extent those factors can impact on D frame by using NS-2 simulator with TCP version Reno and SACK. The topology of simulations is shown in Fig. 3 . TCP and UDP sources are connected to router R1 and their corresponding sinks connected to router R2. The background traffic is a CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic. The video traffic is generated using video trace data which is produced by the specified video files compressed according to the H.263 standards, as shown in table 1.
The length of specified video file is 10 seconds, and it is compressed into 100 video frames with the interval 100 millisecond at the H.263 VBR (Variable Bit Rate) standard. In other words, let Frame rate denote the frame-rate, then Frame rate = 10 frames per second. In order to achieve best video play quality, we configure Play rate = Frame rate = 10 frames per second, say, D playout = 2/Play rate = 200 ms. Time, size and type of the 100 video frames are recorded as the video trace data, which can be used to generate the video traffic, and then the traffic can be input into the NS-2 sender node. We configure the maximum segment size as 1000 bytes, router R1 queue length as 50, drop strategy as tail-drop strategy, network loss ratio as 1% and link propagation delay as 10 milliseconds. By adjusting the CBR UDP traffic, the link between router nodes R1 and R2 could be the bottleneck link. Moreover, congestion and packet loss happen correspondingly, which will raise D frame , as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 illustrates the compositions of video frame endto-end delays using TCP. It is clearly shown that the delay of waiting in TCP sender-buffer, namely D wait , is the crucial factor that impacts on D frame . In other words, in order to decrease D frame , firstly, we should reduce or remove D wait .
III. SCHEME OF RATE ADAPTIVE REAL-TIME VIDEO TRANSMISSION OVER TCP
The rate adaptive transmission means that when the network congestion level fluctuates, Frame rate should be regulated dynamically.
A. Framework of rate adaptive real-time video transmission scheme using TCP
We firstly overview our proposed adaptive transmission scheme. A block-diagram of our proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 5 .
Four buffers and one scheduling model are involved in Fig.5 including application-layer sender-buffer, TCP sbuffer (TCP's sender-buffer), TCP r-buffer (TCP's receiver-buffer), playout buffer and VFSM (Video Frame Schedule Model). Real-time video frames are sampled by the camera at a sampling-rate, e.g. 10 frames per second. Then, these sampled real-time video frames are processed according to the following steps.
Step1: Video frames are compressed at some Frame rate (frame-rate), e.g. 10 frames per second utilizing the H.263 VBR compression standard.
Step2: The compressed video frames are put into the application-layer sender-buffer. The VFSM will schedule them and decide which would be discarded, saved or passed to TCP s-buffer. Step3: When a frame arrives, TCP s-buffer that is rigidly maintained by TCP stack will firstly fragment it into segments. Then, parts of these segments can be delivered into network immediately, however the others will have to be kept for a period of time.
Step4: If all segments of the frame have successfully arrived at the TCP r-buffer, which is managed by TCP stack too across the Internet, it would be written into the playout-buffer almost at the same time.
Step5: The first frame coming from TCP r-buffer will be decoded and deliveried into the playout buffer waiting for playing at rate Play rate . The playout buffer delays is initialized following D playout = 2/Play rate . Consequently, the time period that all the frames wait for in the playoutbuffer is not more than D playout . In order to achieve best video play quality, we set Play rate = Frame rate .
The VFSMshown in Fig. 5 can not only schedule frames among the buffers, set the playout delays, compute SEQ and ACK No., but also adjust Frame rate and play out buffer delays. We will describe those in next sections.
B. Characterization of multi-buffer
TCP s-buffer is rigidly maintained by TCP protocol stack, and then it is nearly impossible for us to handle video frames in it. All the video frames in TCP s-buffer must stay there waiting to be delivered into network, which will make D wait and D frame be very heavy as mentioned above. Moreover, TCP s-buffer will overflow if TCP sliding window keeps still while application layer data is continuous. Since we can not directly manage TCP sbuffer to overcome these disadvantages, we devise the application-layer sender-buffer. Compressed video frames will firstly be pushed into our sender-buffer before into TCP s-buffer.
Our application-layer sender-buffer passes only one video frame into TCP s-buffer just when the s-buffer is empty. We judge whether TCP s-buffer is empty or not using the VFSM. After a video frame is compressed, its size in byte is known. The VFSM records and computes the TCP SEQ (Sequence) No. of every segment before it is delivered and each TCP ACK No. after the new ACK arrives. Because the SEQ and ACK No. are also measured by byte, when the new ACK No. is larger than the size of bytes of a video frame, the VFSM believes that all segments of the video frame have been successfully delivered into network from TCP s-buffer. Therefore, we assure that there is either zero or only one video frame existing in TCP s-buffer all the time. As a result, it is obviously that, by using our application-layer senderbuffer and VFSM, after the video frame is sent into TCP sbuffer, it will be delivered into network in no time, say, the D wait in the TCP s-buffer is zero. In the following section, we denote D wait as the delay of waiting in the applicationlayer sender-buffer.
The playout-buffer of receiver is set up to eliminate the jitter posed by the irregular arrivals of video frames. All the arrived video frames would be kept in the playoutbuffer for no more than D playout . D playout is initialized by the receiver side (generally, D playout = 2/Play rate ) and the VFSM gives some parameters for revising it.
C. Video frame schedule model
Let P be the interval period of two continuous compressed frame video, we have P = 1/Frame rate . We devise the capacity of the sender-buffer less than three compressed video frames based on H.263 standard, and then we design the delay level of the sender-buffer from level 1 to level 3, as follows. Note that D wait is the delay of waiting in application-layer sender-buffer.
Level 1: D wait = 0. If D send < P, when a new frame arrives, TCP s-buffer is empty and then the frame can be straightly pushed into it. As a result, the sender-buffer has in fact saved zero frames and considering D wait = 0 is reasonable. If D send ≥ P, one or more frames have been generated before the previous frame in TCP s-buffer finishes being delivered. Consequently, in order to assure D wait = 0, we discard those frames.
Level 2: max {D wait } = P. If P <D send < 2P, there still exists one frame in TCP s-buffer and meanwhile another new frame has come into application-layer sender-buffer, so we have max {D wait } = P. If D send ≥ 2P, two or more frames could be generated before TCP s-buffer is empty, and then we abandon the earlier frames to maintain only the newest frames in the sender-buffer all along.
Level 3: max {D wait } = 2P. According to the same reason as above, if 2P< D send < 3P, two frames have been conserved in the sender-buffer before the TCP s-buffer is empty, and then max {D wait } = 2P. In order to ensure max {D wait } = 2P when D send ≥3P, we drop the earliest frame and save two newer frames.
In case that the discarded frame is a key frame, e.g. Iframe of H.263, we empty the sender-buffer and demand the encoder to generate another similar frame to avoid error decoding. In particular, we record the sum of discarded frames for computing the discard ratio R . Based on the above analysis, we predicate that there exists linear relationship between P and R. R can be decreased by increasing P, namely reducing Frame rate , and vice versa. Hence, we design the following video frame schedule algorithm.
Step 1: Set T R as the threshold of R, initialize D playout = 2/Play rate = 2/Frame rate = 2P. Algorithm starts up and is driven by video frame.
Step 2: Set delay level = 3, and update R. If R < 0.8T R then turn to Step3. If R > 1.2T R for continuous three times then decrease Frame rate , and set D playout = 2/Frame rate .
Step 3: Set delay level = 2, and update R. If R > 1.2T R then return to step 2. If R < 0.8T R then turn to step 4.
Step 4: Set delay level = 1, and update R. If R > 1.2T R then return to step 3. If R < 0.8T R for continuous three times then increase Frame rate and set D playout = 2/Frame rate .
Our algorithm removes the accumulation of delays and makes max {D wait } = 2P, which is much smaller than the original value. This shows that the algorithm can obviously cut down D frame . We update R after each frame is handled. When R > 1.2T R as shown in step 2, we think that network congestion, loss and TCP retransmission has substantially raised D send and led to numerous frames missing playing time and thus being discarded. Thereby, our algorithm decreases Frame rate so that the flow rate could be adaptive to the fluctuation of available network bandwidth. On the other hand, when the available network bandwidth is enough for real-time video transportation as shown in step 4, the algorithm correspondingly increases Frame rate . The algorithm can also regulate D playout . Moreover, we delivered part of video frames and selectively discard some frames with less importance, which is helpful to prevent errors occurring in decoding and achieve better video play quality. However, using UDP, it is impossible to foresee which frames would be lost during transmitting in network, which may cause loss key frames and thus lead to crumble the decoder.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We verify our scheme and evaluate its performance by conducting experiments in NS-2 emulated environment same as Fig. 3 . Utilizing the proposed scheme, we get some results from Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 .
As depicted in Fig. 6(a) , R fluctuates from zero to more than 25% and then tends to 10% which is equal to the threshold T R . This denotes that the current available network bandwidth is not enough to well transmit realtime video in the given frame-rate and sender-buffer level. Therefore, our scheme adjusts the Frame rate and buffer level along of the R as shown in Fig. 6(b) . We adjust the buffer level between 1 and 3 and regulate the frame-rate initialized as 10 frames per second. During the adaptive adjusting, 9 frames are selectively discarded according to the presented scheme including four I-frames, whereas all the dropped I-frames can be regenerated soon afterwards. By adjusting and regulating, it is clearly that a period of stable status has appeared after about the 70th frame, in which the buffer is held in level 3 and Frame rate is maintained steadily in 7 frames per second with D playout = 230 ms. As a result of R being in linear decreasing after the 70th frame, Frame rate and buffer level would be gradually enhanced with the improvement of network conditions. Fig. 7 (a) illustrates the video frames size and TCP congestion window size at the time that those frames are ready to be transported. Averagely, a compressed video frame of H.263 standard can be fragmented into about 10 segments with MMS 1000 bytes. The saw oscillation of TCP congestion window from 5 to 25 segments shows that congesting and retransmitting have happened due to the bad network conditions. Furthermore, Fig. 7(a) implies that if some frames are larger than congestion window at that moment when they are sent into network, D send should be more than one RTT. On the other hand, if the congestion window is large enough such as after about the 70th frame in Fig. 7(a) , D send could be few too. shows that just three video frames' D wait reaches 400 ms and the average D wait is below 100 ms, which is much smaller than the value without using our scheme. Moreover, corresponding to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7(a) , after about the 70th frame, the better network conditions make D wait tend to zero. Fig. 8 shows the differences of video frame end-to-end delay using distinct scheme when network loss rate is about 1% and router strategy is drop-tail. Just utilizing the original TCP, the maximum and average delay reaches 6500 ms and 3978 ms separately.
However, using the proposed video frame schedule scheme over TCP, they are 1600 ms and 768 ms respectively. In addition, more than 94 percent of video frames have end-to-end delay smaller than 1000 ms and all the delay after the 73 rd frame are beneath 650 ms. Although average delay using UDP (619 ms) is below our scheme (768 ms), UDP drops 10 frames, as shown in the disconnection of UDP curve in Fig. 8 , and those frames are unknown and unforeseeable. Hence, the visual quality of our scheme could be better owning to the selective discarding.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a video frame schedule scheme for rate adaptive real-time video transmission over TCP. The proposed scheme efficiently schedules video frames between the application layer sender-buffer, the TCP sender-buffer and receiver-buffer. The sheme requires only an extra buffer on application layer, therefore it is easy to be deployed and maitained. By using the scheme, the video frame average end-to-end delays over TCP is reduced from more than 6000ms to less than 800ms with network loss rate 1%, which attains the requirement of transmitting realtime video across the Internet. Moreover, compared with UDP, our scheme can selectively drop frames and adaptively adjust frame rate according to network congestion conditions, and it provides better visual quality.
Although our scheme make the delays of more 95% video frames less than 1s, which is the delay requirement of transmitting real-time video across the Internet, there are still about 5% video frames with comparatively large delays. The reason is our scheme can utilize D send to deduce or remove D wait , but is unable to control D send which is managed by TCP protocol stack. Therefore, video frames with heavy D send (say, the 5% video frames)would also have larger end-to-end delays. In order to be also able to handle video frames with large D send , we will predict the D send and set up the rate adaptive scheme based on sendingdelay prediction in our future work.
